Abstract. It is shown that the generalized word problem for lattices is solvable. Moreover, one can recursively decide if two finitely presented lattices are isomorphic. It is also shown that the automorphism group of a finitely presented lattice is finite.
f2(b) = b forbGL2.
Moreover, we see that fx(a) < a for all a £ L;
f2(a) > a for all a G L.
Indeed, let Sx = { y E L: fx(y) < y). The isomorphism problem for a variety V is to find an algorithm to decide whether two finitely presented K-algebras are isomorphic. Our next goal is to show that the isomorphism problem for lattices is solvable. The following lemma will be our main tool. Conditions (7) and (8) insure that the maps x, -» tv,(y) and y, -» Uj(\) can be extended to homomorphisms /: L -» M and g: M -» L. Conditions (9) and (10) then insure that gf = 1L and fg = lu, respectively. The necessity of the conditions is apparent. Suppose in fact that (7)-(10) hold, so that we have an isomorphism /: L as M with/(x,) = w,(y) and/_1(>^) = m,(x). Choose k large enough so that Lemma 4 applies to L with d being any of the x, (/ = 1, . . ., n), and also large enough so that it applies to M with d being any of the>^ (j = 1, . . ., t). Then there exist lattice terms w¡ (i = 1, . . . , n) of complexity at most k such that equations (9) We claim that equations (7), (8) , and (10) remain valid when w¡ is replaced by w¡. Checking (10), we want to know whether y¡ = Uj(w\(y), . . . , w'n(y)) holds in M. But since g (= /" ') is an isomorphism of M onto L, these elements are equal in M if and only if their images under g are equal in L. The following shows that this is the case. g(uj(w'x(y), ..., w'n(y))) = uj(w' x(g(y) ), ..., w'"(g(y))) = Uj (w'i(ux(x), ..., u,(x) ), ..., w'"(ux(x), .. ., u,(x))) = Uj(xx, ...,xn) = g(yj)' so (10) still holds. Similarly, (7) holds with w¡ replaced by w[, and (8) is obviously unaffected by the change.
By a similar argument we can reduce the complexity of the terms «, (j = 1.t) to at most k. Thus we have shown that there are terms w¡ (i = 1, . . . , n) and m, (j = I, . . . , t) such that (7)- (10) hold if and only if there are terms with complexity at most k for which (7)- (10) hold.
Theorem 5. The isomorphism problem for lattices is solvable.
Proof. The algorithm for determining if L and M are isomorphic is this. G. Gratzer has asked whether the automorphism group of a finitely presented lattice is always finite [6, Problem 12] . We now show that this is indeed the case. (This result was announced by Gluhov [5] , but C. Herrmann has shown that his proof was invalid (see [6, Exercise 44, p. 56] ).) On the other hand, A. Huhn [7] has shown that a finitely presented modular lattice may have an infinite automorphism group.
Analogously to the situation above, we see that there is an automorphism / of L such that f(x¡) = w,(x" . . ., xn) and f~\x¡) = u¡(xx, . . . , xn) for i =
1.« if and only if:
rt(wx(x), ..., w"(x)) = st(wx(x), ..., w"(x));
r,(«,(x), . . ., wn(x)) = s¡(ux(x), ..., un(x));
x, = w,.(«,(x), . . ., w"(x)); (13) x¡ = ",(w,(x), . . . , wn(x)).
As above, if (11)-(14) hold, then there are wt (/=!,...,«) of complexity at most k such that (11)-(14) hold with w¡ replaced by w'¡. Thus there is an automorphism g of L such that g(x,) = w[(xx, . . . , x") and g-1(x,) = m,(x" . . . , x"). Since the u¡ are unchanged, however, we have g~x = f~l and hence g = /. Therefore H>;(X" . . . , X") = W¡(XX, ...,X")
holds in L. This shows that there are only finitely many candidates for the images of the generators under an automorphism of L.
